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Sand mining is a rapidly growing industry valued at $70 billion[6]; the demand is estimated to be                 
increasing at an annual rate of 5.2%[3] and approximately 49 to 59 billion tonnes of aggregates are mined                  
every year, which is nearly two times the world’s supply. With an estimate of ⅔ of the world to be living                     
in urban areas in 2050 and recent floods in Nepal, India, and Bangladesh, the demand is only going to                   
continue to rise to compensate for the need for development. [4][7] Sand is used to produce many                 
products such as sunscreen, toothpaste, and glass but it is mainly used for the construction of structures                 
and building materials; making up for 85% of the global mining industry. [2][3] 
 
As the most extracted solid material in the world, according to the United Nations Environment Program,                
it is taking a toll on the environment by shrinking beaches, polluting bodies of water, and destroying                 
islands. Vietnam who predicts that their supply will run out in 2020 and Indonesia where the sand mining                  
has caused their islands to perish have banned the export to Singapore in order to save their threatened                  
habitats. [2] In 2008 it was reported that 90% of the world’s beaches had receded by 40 meters and that                    
mining leads to flooding and erosion of sea beds and ocean floors. [6] 
 
The illegal sand market has been rampant as more countries have been imposing regulations and taxation                
on the extraction and trade of sand. There are many incentives to mine illegally as there are no permits,                   
taxes, royalties, or fees to pay, there are thousands of impoverished workers and children to be exploited,                 
as well as the ability to bribe law enforcement to avoid prosecution. The estimated revenue of the illegal                  
market in India is $5.3 billion and there are 75 thousand workers who are working under an organized                  
group of businessmen and outlaws referred to as the sand mafia. [6] Due to declining rivers and lakes, 80                   
thousand fishers have been reported to have transferred to sand mining. Authorities are hesitant to               
intervene as a reporter was murdered after witnessing a police officer accept a bribe from an illegal                 
transaction. [7] 
 
Demand Side Growth 
 
There is a lack of substitutes for sand as marine sand that is extracted from near bodies of water is the                     
cheapest, easiest to extract, and the most structurally fit for construction which leads to the depletion of                 
the resource as well as the harm to the neighbouring ecosystems. [6] Desert sand, which is abundant in                  
countries in need of the aggregate must import from foreign countries as its quality is not suitable for                  
construction. For instance, Australia is a major exporter of sand for countries such as the UAE and Saudi                  
Arabia who have numerous deserts but are lacking in marine sand. Recycled glass and plastic and crushed                 
rocks can also be used as an alternative but it is not time efficient and is very costly to manufacture. [6] 
 
Supply Side Growth 
 
Political and legal factors such as government regulations have caused the illegal market to grow. Some                
countries have criminalized the export of sand such as Vietnam and Indonesia in order to recover their                 
depleting reserves which have led to Singapore to militarize its security against the sand mafia. [2]                
Furthermore, mining legally is far more expensive than extracting illegally as royalties are required to be                
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paid to the administrator and those with permits are required to pay a fee for land restoration. Permits are                   
required but can take up to 5-10 years to acquire and have a limit to the areas where holders can mine.                     
[1][3] 
 
Tools to Combat 
 
Lack of substitutes has increased demand but by introducing feasible alternatives, it can shift demand to                
the left. A recent study published in 2018 by the University of Bath proposed recycled plastic that had the                   
structural integrity for construction. Using plastic as a substitute has been successful in Tamil Nadu, India                
where roads were successfully constructed with tons of plastic waste and they have also shown to be more                  
durable, long-lasting, as well as using fewer materials compared to other aggregates. [5] There would be                
less demand for sand if there were better substitutes on the market.  
 
Political and legal factors such as taxes and criminalization of mining have affected supply in the illegal                 
market but by arresting and cracking down on the sand mafia it can decrease. Officials in India had been                   
hesitant to address the organized crime ring due to its dangerous repercussions of confrontation until a                
new magistrate was appointed which resulted in sand trucks getting confiscated, multiple people arrested,              
the National Green Tribunal encouraging people to report crimes, and villagers blocking paths of vehicles               
participating in mining. [1] Stricter enforcement of the law will discourage the illegal market and               
crackdowns will lower the supply when it is confiscated.  
 
Elasticity 
 
A factor that affects elasticity that could affect an attempt to change the demand side of the market is the                    
price. Sand price is fairly inelastic as there will always be a demand for sand no matter how much the                    
price fluctuates. The price of marine sand is inexpensive compared to recyclable materials but sand from                
illegal mining is much cheaper than legally extracted sand as there are no taxes or fees. Plastic and glass                   
that can be used as a substitute for sand is expensive but can combat the illegal market by taxing                   
aggregates and lowering the prices of environmentally friendly substitutes that are cheaper than both legal               
and illegally mined sand to encourage construction companies to purchase the more sustainable option. If               
recycled glass and plastic were less costly than sand from the illegal market then it would discourage                 
buyers as the price incentive would be removed and also discourage mining aggregates overall to reduce                
the harm to marine life and its ecosystems.  
 
Government Intervention 
 
An example of how governments had intervened in the illegal market to curb demand is when the                 
governments of the Czech Republic, Italy, Sweden, and the United Kingdom implemented an             
environmental tax on sand, gravel, and rock extraction. The taxation on sand mining had been suggested                
by the United Nations Environmental Program as well as better pricing on alternatives as an incentive for                 
buyers to prevent the exploitation of developing countries. [6] The intention of the taxes was to decrease                 
the demand for aggregates that required mining that would harm the environment and to increase demand                
in more sustainable recycled alternatives. After an aggregate tax was enforced in Sweden and the U.K.,                
both countries’ sales on the sand had begun to decline as the tax increased and the former had even seen a                     
rise in the alternative crushed rocks. The U.K. had used a portion of the tax money to improve the quality                    
of recycled materials to reinforce consumer confidence. [8] Although taxes do inhibit the illegal market in                
Europe, it does not address the sand mafia in industrializing countries such as India.  
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Notes 

 
[2] https://globalnews.ca/news/4274233/world-running-out-of-sand-black-market/ 
 

- Used in many products: toothpaste, sunscreen, kitchen sinks, computer chips and glass 
- Largest consumption is from construction - uses it for brick, asphalt, and concrete 
- “New Gold Rush” booming demand resulting in depletion of beaches and islands, polluting 

rivers, ruining ocean floor 
- “Most Extracted Sold Material in the World” as well as gravel according to United Nations 

Environment Programme (UNEP) 
- 49-59 billion tons (sand & gravel or aggregates) mined every year used for roads, buildings, and 

other structures 
- China and India largest consumers, China in 2011-2013 used more cement than US in an entire 

century  
- Main source of sand is from bodies of water rather than dessert as desert sand is not 

suitable or durable for construction  
- Indonesia and Vietnam banned exporting sand to Singapore due to environmental reasons  
- Illegal mining of sand has shrunk rivers in China (Poyang)  and caused sand islands in Indonesia 

to disappear 
- Sand mafia, demand is so high that Singapore has militarized security  
- Illegal sand is cheap because they don’t have to pay royalties to administration  
- Large problem in India, people are killed, demand goes up while stockpile goes down  
- Alternatives: instead of using concrete to extend shorelines of islands, use natural 

environmentally friendly resources such as coral reefs, ecosystems, and vegetation 
- Illegal market exploits children as well 

 
[6] https://www.businessinsider.com/world-running-out-sand-resources-concrete-2018-6 
 

- 67% California beaches gone by 2100 
- 50 billion ton used, 2x the world produces 
- Vince Beiser: "So the sand that we use, is what you call 'marine sand.' It's the sand that you find 

at the bottom of rivers, and on beaches and at the bottom of lakes and oceans." 
- Sand extraction is $70B industry  
- Vince Beiser: "The easiest, cheapest and best quality sand actually comes from riverbeds. It's very 

easy to get, you just send a boat out into the middle of a river, with a big suction pump on it. It's 
basically like a big straw that you drop down to the bottom of the river, suck all that sand up off 
the bottom." 

- Flooding and erosion, Vince Beiser author of The World in a Grain 
- 90% of world beaches shrunk 40m in 2008 
- Sand mafia is interconnected group of businessmen, drivers, and criminals (illegal market 

generates $2.3B and employs 75k of impoverished Indian people) 
- Alternatives: While crushing rocks and recycled concrete is expensive, it can be used to create 

concrete-quality sand. Glass bottles can be ground to make 'recycled glass sand' to replenish 
beaches. 

- UN Environmental Program suggests better pricing and taxing on sand mining to encourage these 
alternatives. They also recommend an immediate need for creating regulations in all countries, as 
well as international waters. 

https://globalnews.ca/news/4274233/world-running-out-of-sand-black-market/
https://www.businessinsider.com/world-running-out-sand-resources-concrete-2018-6
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[7] 
https://www.theguardian.com/global/2018/jul/01/riddle-of-the-sands-the-truth-behind-stolen-beaches-and
-dredged-islands 
 

- Mumbai environmentalist, Sumaira Abdulali, “Most people are afraid to complain – even 
government officials and police officers are afraid to approach illegal sites. Murders, threats and 
acts of intimidation between them probably number in the hundreds.” 

- Television reporter, Sandeep Sharma, killed by sand truck after witnessing police accept bribes to 
ignore illegal mining in crocodile sanctuary  

- 80,000 Mumbai fishers changed catch from fish to sand as fisheries began to deplete 
- By 2050, ⅔ of world’s population to live in urban areas 

 
[4] http://theconversation.com/the-world-is-facing-a-global-sand-crisis-83557  
 

- Vietnam’s domestic demand exceeds reserve, could run out of sand in 2020 
- Recent floods in Nepal, Bangladesh, and India add to demand  
- Aggregate for construction in the US valued at $8.9B in 2016 and production increased by 24% in 

5 years 
- Many countries hide extraction rate 
- International agreements 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the Convention on 

Biological Diversity promote sustainable allocation of natural resources but no regulations on 
trade, extraction, and use 

 
[1]  https://www.wired.com/2015/03/illegal-sand-mining/ 
 

- "Those who have permits to dig for sand have to pay for land restoration," says Nyoman Sadra, a 
former member of the regional legislature. "But 70 percent of the sand miners have no permits." 
Even companies with permits spread bribes around so they can get away with digging pits wider 
or deeper than they’re allowed to. 

- The National Green Tribunal, a sort of federal court for environmental matters, has opened its 
doors to any citizen to file a complaint about illegal sand mining. In some places villagers have 
blocked roads to stop sand trucks, and pretty much every day some local or state official declares 
their determination to combat sand mining. Sometimes they even impound trucks, levy fines, or 
make arrests. Even the newly appointed magistrate of Gautam Budh Nagar made a show of 
cracking down last month, confiscating dozens of sand trucks and arresting several people. 

 
[3] 
https://business.financialpost.com/commodities/alarm-bells-ringing-globally-as-world-begins-running-out
-of-sand 
 

- Demand rises 5.2% annually  
- Aggregates make up for 85% of mining industry in the world  
- Supplying local is more cost efficient and eco friendly but NIMYism stops it 
- Permitting process for pits and quarries is 5-10 years 

 
[5] https://iveybusinessreview.ca/6580/lafargeholcim-the-plastic-solution-to-the-global-sand-wars/ 
 

https://www.theguardian.com/global/2018/jul/01/riddle-of-the-sands-the-truth-behind-stolen-beaches-and-dredged-islands
https://www.theguardian.com/global/2018/jul/01/riddle-of-the-sands-the-truth-behind-stolen-beaches-and-dredged-islands
http://theconversation.com/the-world-is-facing-a-global-sand-crisis-83557
https://www.wired.com/2015/03/illegal-sand-mining/
https://business.financialpost.com/commodities/alarm-bells-ringing-globally-as-world-begins-running-out-of-sand
https://business.financialpost.com/commodities/alarm-bells-ringing-globally-as-world-begins-running-out-of-sand
https://iveybusinessreview.ca/6580/lafargeholcim-the-plastic-solution-to-the-global-sand-wars/
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- A University of Bath study published in February 2018 concluded that 10 percent of sand in 
concrete can be safely replaced with recycled plastic without substantially compromising 
structural integrity 

- Since as early as 2001, Dr. Rajagopalan Vasudevan, a chemistry professor in India, has been a 
leader in advocating for the use of waste plastic as an input in asphalt roads. In addition to 
reducing the quantity of bitumen required by six to eight per cent, plastic-modified roads have 
been shown to have an increased lifespan. Using Dr. Vasudevan’s methods, Tamil Nadu, a state 
in India, constructed over 1,000 kilometers of asphalt road by incorporating more than 1,600 
metric tons of plastic waste 


